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TRINITY COLLEGE.
This College has no medical, law, divinity, or other professional school or department connected with
it; l>ut is intended to give a Liberal Education, adapted to fit young men to ,enter most advantageously
upon the study of the Learned Profes ions after graduation. By a Lil>eral Education, is mennt a non-professional education conducted witllout reference to any future particular profession, calling, or special pursuit
on the part of tlle st~1dent in question, and designed not to make men peciaHy clergymen, lawyers, pllysicians, soldiers, merclrnnts, or engineers, bu -to to train and educate the mental facultie as to put them into
the most efficient condition, and to qui:l.lify a student to enter with success upon the tudy of any of the
p-rofessions, or upon any other pursuit in life. Its course of study is similar to that pursued at Harvard,
Yale . and otherleading Colleges, but somewhat more conformed to that of Oxford and Cambridge.
Those students however who wish to obtain simply the degree of Bacllelor of Science can do so hy
taking the whole of the regular con1'se except the Greek, and in addition certain pre cribed scientific studies.
Special t,tuclents are also sometime3 received, who are allowed to pur ue such studies, always including
Latin, as upon examination they shall be found qualified to enter upon without reference to a11y degree.

SCHOLARSHIPS.
There a~·e numerous Scl10l!1.rships that secure the remission of tuition: others the remission of all College charges; otllers wllich yield a pecuniary income varying from $60 to $300. The Society for the increase
of the Ministry offers Scholarships yielding from
200 to $JOO. Tl.le Ul..lurch Scl..lolarship Society makes
loans, witllout interest, of $100 per annum. Tlle doors of the College are shut against no deservino- student
for want of means.

EXAMI ATIO S FOR ADMISSIO .

These take pince on MONDAY and TUESDAY, JUNE 24 and 25, 1878, also on TUES.DAY and WEDNESDAY,
SEPTEMBER 10 and 11.
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Illustrated.
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$1.75.
f:iCHOOL fELE IENTARY) DICTIONARY. Illustrated. 12mo. Half
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PRIMARY DICTIONARY. Illu trated. 16mo. Half roan. 60 cents.
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Many special aids to students, In addition to a very full pronounc.
ing and defining vocabulary, make the above named books, In the
opinion of om· most distlngui hed educators, the most complete, as
well as by far the cheapest Dictionaries of our language.
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THERE is one institution in college, which
does not seem to receive a due share of
attentio11, and that is · the Missionary Society.
Published every three weeks during term-time by While its efforts are not ambitious, nor its
profe~sions loud, it strives to furnish a comthe Students of
mon ground, where all can meet in sympathy,
TRINITY COLLEGE.
and discuss questions of interest and importance. An hour so spent once in two weeks
BOARD OF EDITORS-CLASS OF '79.
surely ·cannot be wasted.

Managing Editor,

DAVID B. WILLSON.

MELVILLE K. BAILEY,
ARTHUR E . PATTISON
ROBERT L . WINKLEY,
JAMES S. CARPENTER,
tLFRED HARDING.

T erms $ 2.00 per year.
Sub criptio ns, Advertisements
should be addressed to

. ingle copies 20 cents.
anti
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Tiu TABLET is for sale regularly at the Book Stores
of Brow n & Gross, 79 Asylum St., and S. W. Barrows
& Co., 256 Main St., and at 22 :Jarvis Hall.

BACK NUMBERS W ANTED.-N umbers VI.
and X. of Volume VI.,of the TABLET, for the
year 1873, are wanted to complete a file.
Any old subscriber having the numbers, and
not wishing to preserve them, will confer a
favor by sending them to the Managing
Editor.
removal to the New College will, it
T HE
is probable, bring into more vivid relief
some of the proverbial characteristics of students. Situated, as we now are, in the midst
of the city, we feel more like residents than
sojourners. There will be more opportunity
for hon-fires, and other nocturnal occupations
of students, with less peril from the eagleeyed policeman. Whether or no these incidents aid our nightly pursuit after knowledge,
they will add to the spice of college life.

comments, both public and private,
T HE
which have been passed upon the disturbances in Chapel, seem to be of little avail.
The recent rebuke given by one of our most
venerable Professors was exceedingly welltimed, and should be regarded in a personal,
rather than in an authoritive light. Whether
the question of marks be involved, or not, it
should, at least, be remembered, that the
Chapel has been devoted to the service of
God, and those who have any belief in the
Christian Religion ought to have some regard
for the worship of its Founder, even if they
have no respect for themselves as gentlemen . .
attempt to start daily college papers
T HE
is chiefly indicative of American enterprise. A great deal of news must be manufactured to fill the space, wherever the sheet
be published. And the topics fresh in our
mouths at morhing, are no more spicy when
served up in print at night. The aim of daily
newspapers in general is not to tell us anew
just what our neighbor told us an hour ago, but
to present to us matters which we could not
otherwise seasonably learn. . College dailies
will starve for want of sensible matter, and if
they are only intended for nonsense, they had
better not be published.
We prophesy an early death for our ambitious little friends.
------The next TAB LET will appear March I 6th.
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never rains, but it pours." Whatever scribbled names of oratorical contestants of
is on the docket, everyone goes mad over. former days, and a few torn remnants of some
In our somewhat limited range of observation classic motto.
the insanity just now seems to be " InterThe latest phase of this tendency was the
Collegiate." Union! union! union l is the unskilful attempt, last evening, to kill two
cry, but it is generally a union which, by birds with one stone, by holding the Oratoristirring up rivalry, only provol&s disunion. cal Contest on Washington's Birthday. This
It is a most excellent thing for colleges to indicates three things: a decay of patriotism;
understand each other, but, when a hundred a decay of class spirit; and a decay of literary
men are all seeking different points of the ambition.
horizon with all their little energies, they
The first seems to be quite the fashion, in
cannot easily be tied together with a tow these days. We, who reap · the fruits of the
string, or a piece of red tape. It is, no doubt, struggles of our forefathers, can scarcely refer
a very pleasant thing for these oratorical tyros to them without a sneer. We can speak reto shout at empty benches in the Academy of spectfully of the Gracchi, perhaps, but the
Music, or for those intellectual wrestlers to name of George Washington, that patriot of
rack their brains and cPack their skulls over all patriots, is the sport of every mischievous
classical conundrums, to the great admiration boy, whether he be of a smaller or a larger
of their friends and compeers; it must be growth.
amusing, and, no doubt, helps to "improve the
It is a fact deeply to be deplored. The
mind,"else why would they persist in doing it? falling away of love for our native land, and
But there are birds of omen hovering in respect for our fellow-countrymen, is one sure
the sky, which seem portentous of approach- sign of corruption in politics, , and is akin to
ing change. It may be that college students that apathy toward and contempt of religion,
are preparing to abandon the " distinguished which are a curse to any nation.
scholars-in-our-schools " folly, and to ~urn to
T~e second point, though not approaching
some of the good old ways of their ancestors. the first in importance, nevertheless concerns
We think there is some , uestion as to the us as students. Loyalty to classmates is the
expediency of oratorical !=0ntests in general, the dawn of patriotism, At a Freshman rush
where set speeches are delivered, but it seems we feel, almost for the first time in our lives,
to us that the Inter-Collegiate cqntests are that there is a band of our comrades to whom
certainly unwise. The principal effect yet we are almost indissolubly bound by the ties
. visible is a decided increase in the self-con- of honor. And, say what we will, it is this
ceit of the contestants, while the benefits de- spirit which, trained to a higher view of its
rived are only in the artificial graces of speak- duties and limitations, in after life becomes
ing, which are killing to true -.oratory, if un- the root of many noble enterprises in Church
duly cultivated. And it is admitted that the and State.
classical examinations are deteriorating
But in college, especially, a proper degree
of class feeling makes us ambitious that our
decline of old customs, and the rise own class shall be the first in all undertakings,
of new ones, take place as regularly, and whether athletic, intellectual, or moral, and it
receive as frequent comment, in the college is upon efforts like these that the honor of a
world, as in the great world outside. For college depends.
some given period, when a musical class is
The truth of the third proposition is sadly
within our walls, the campus resounds with apparent to all. The Parthenon and the
songs, and the nightly echo of the rich voices Athenaeum each died of a natural death; and
of the Glee Club tells where they are trilling the Sophomore Literary Society has been
a serenade. Then all this passes away, and a succeeded by an organization of a different
silence holds the college, which is strongly sug- character. The chief reading of the students
gestive of midnight oil.
in general seems to be the weak, trashy novels
Perhaps it is· a literary society that dies, of to-day, or that portion of the literature of
leaving, as a rather melancholy epitaph, the antiquity, which, to say the least, is question-
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ablE;. And all the oratorical training which
we receive, from entrance to graduation, does
not amount to a row of pins.
If there must be decay, why, of .all things,
should it be in literary culture, the first cause
of all colleges? There are enough sluggish,
uninterested students already, and it is disgraceful that those capable of literary effort
should be unwilling to exert themselves on
important occasion .
- -- -- - -

rom time immemorial, there has been an
intermittent strife between the teacher and
the taught,and we uppose there will be, while
time shall last. A large number of young
men annually place themselves where they
can obtain the severity of college discipline,
and annually begin a course of growling and
pranking, which nd only with their academic
course. The J-. aculty, in turn, inflict such
puni hments a they de m necessary to restrain the offender .
So far so good. The blow of the students
is met by a rebounding shock from the Faculty. But human beings are not, like the battledoor and shuttle cock, de titute of sensibilities. There is evolved, in these contests, a
sort of moral electricity, alike uncomfortable
to both parties. We b gin to look upon our
instructors as unjust, and they upon us as
foolish. Forgetting thus our true relations to
each other, we fail to harmonize, and so lose
much of that mental culture for which we came.
ow, our Professors are not enemies to our
good, nor are they pursuing us with intent to
injure. We have come to them, and not they
to us. Our aim should be, not to oppose
them at every step, but to push on with them,
absorbing, not rejecting, all the knowledge
we can. If we are so blind as to imagine that
we are studying only for the sake of obtaining marks, and not that the marking system
is to stimulate us to add to our knowledge,
then we are consistent in complaining every
time we are reduced a trifle in rank. But if
we are wise enough to perceive that college
drill is only the training school for the swift
race of life, and that marks, honors, and prizes,
are goads and circumstances, not ends, we
shall contemn them all, and strive to imbue
ourselves with the searching spirit and love of
knowledge, instead of induing ourselves with
its ornaments alone.

F

The man, who studies merely to gain what
he will actually use in life, as he would use a
hoe or grindstone, is like the savage. content
with club and hand. mill; one, who stores
learning to illuminate his own brilliant self, is
like the glittering Sultan of the East, ·useful
to no one else; but he who loves knowledge
for her own sweet sake, is a glorious Bacchus,
flushed with new wine, fit to rule over godlike
dwellers of godlike lands. ·
It is because we forget this supreme beauty
and might of knowledge, that we are so careless of our daily advantages for acquiring it.
And, if we choose to have a " tussle " with
the Faculty, and come out second best, why
so much nonsense over it? It is a jolly game
in which they have won. They lose occasionally. Let them reduce standing, and impo e tasks, as much as they will, we still have
brains and spirit, which will tell in the conflict of life.
If we resist authority, and are unwilling to
suffer the consequences, we are unmanly.
But if we do not whine, schoolboy fashion,
over a task imposed, whatever we are, we are
not cowards.
But there are two sides to the case. The
Faculty are often unjustifiably severe. If
th y had not fined the Freshmen (ye gods and
little fishes!) for wearing plug hats, there is a
multitude of chances that the skeletons would
not have been suspended, nor the Chapel
turned upside down. If the latter had not
happened, the repeated examinations on extra Algebra, and supplementary reductions,
would have been needless. As it is, there are
several members of '8 r, who have been required to undergo three severe examinations,
and suffered a reduction of r 2 5 marks out of
250 attainable, because one Freshman wore a
silk hat ! Where is the wisdom in that !
The Faculty cannot stop rushes. It is utterly impossible. They may fine, and reprimand, and reduce, at their own sweet will,
but the rushes cannot be stopped, until the
students drop · them of their own accord.
Such attempts will only arouse needless
feeling.
It is to be regretted that su~h misunderstandings arise. The fault lies on both sides,
and both should strive to remedy it.
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following, printed upon a postal card, ideas about the mistakes of great men. He
T .HE
was recently received, with the ante is ,wont to disagree with all former scholars.

scriptitm: " Please insert, if you can, and
But, as he advances in age and in knowledge,
oblige E. P. T."· We can, and do.
as he examines more carefully the things he
COLORADO COLLEGE,
once criticised, he becomes more silent and
Located at Colorado
pring, Col., has had seventy willing to wait yntil he understands a subject
students in attendance during 1877. One-half of them before he passes judgment upon it.
How
studied the cla sic . Three ·profes ors and one tutor are often have we heard old men say they thought
giving instruction. A fine stone building is being erected l
on the college grounds, at the base of Pike' 'Peak, the t 1ey knew almost everything when they gradfin_est campu in the country. The elevation of the loca- uated, or even when they entered college;
tion, not the building, is six thousand feet above the sea. and yet they soon found their mistake.
It
Pike's Peak i over 14,000 feet high. Prof. Kerr, the profe or of geology, has recently discovered in the Garden is a universal rule that we do, at some time
of the Gods, within sight of the college ground , . ome im-· or other, wake up to the consciousness of the
men e Saurian reptiles, one of them being over one fact that we really know but little,· that we
hundred feet long. They will be added to the college
cabmet.
have been setting ourselves up against m en
Colorado Coll ege is the place for student in poor health. who understood what we could not com pr _
The sun shine there nearly all the time, except niglits, h
and the air is wonderfully stimulating.
end; that what we have le,uned is as nothing
It is a valuable compendium of facts,but some in comparison with what there is to b~
of its statements are about as lucid as mud, learned.
.
. . .
grammatically speaking. E. G., we would
Strange as it ma~ seem at first, this vitalit_Y
beg to know whether it is Pike's Peak that is - or, more prop:rly, mdepen?ence of youth, is
"the finestcampus in the country," or the "fi.ne a great blessm~ t? m~nkmd. If each_ ~oy
stone building," br if, perhaps, they occupy should start out m life with a full appreciat10n
the whole "base." May we also ask the ?f how much work there was to be don~;
elevation of the "building" above the sea? if he knew how ~any hours he must_ pass m
It · seems to be different from that of the hard study to attam the coveted pos1t1on, he
location.
wo ld often-times become discouraged and
The college evidently needs to go through turn back.
a good grammar school yet.
But, as nature has endowed the youth with
zeal, as she gives him but little insight into
The lofty elevation
the future, he plunges into his task, nor does
Of the sunshiny location
he concern himself much about days to come,
Of this mammoth institution
if he can only surmount the difficulties of the
Is a certain indication
present hour. And thus he labors and makes
Of mental aberration,
considerable
advancement ere he realizes
Caused by rigid observation,
what is before him. And when at last he
And protracted contemplation,
discerns that there is no end to knowledge,
Of t,he Saurian creation,
he does not become discouraged, for he has a
And ·that summit of the nationPi°ke's Peak.
good foundation already laid. On this foundation he can build so as to equal or surpass
those whom he admires.
THE INDEPENDENCE OF YOUTH.

WHY is it that boys, who are just starting

up the "Hill of Knowledge," are always
ready to find some fault with great men and
scholars. They do not stop to consider how
much these men have worked and profited by
experience. They do not realize how much
work it requires to become scholars like the
very men whom they criticise. In a word,
the average youth is not at all backward in
condemning great themes, and expressing his

A

THOUGHT.

Like the coming of the wind,
I the coming of a thought.
For a space it stirs the mind,
And its source is vainly sought.
Then afar it lightly fl ee ,
With no warning ign or ound,
Like the pa sing of the breeze,
And its place no more is found .
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A
YMPOSIUM
I filled us, as we drank to the twin benefactors
T was a sparkling night.
The stars of art and literature.
parlded above, the now sparkled beRose then Francisco, and proudly rolled
neath, and the frosty branches of the black his dark eye, as he said; "Shall glorious
tree, illumined by both snow and stars, Italy, tl~en, have no shrine in our hearts?
sparkled between. But the champagne and Must we forget the excelling beauty of
ice were more sparkling still.
Petrarch, and the rapt gloom of Dante?
"Gentlemen," said our free-handed host, I fas sne no heroes? Drink, then, to the
"your health!" And we rose, and drank, sublime deeds of United Italy, and the deand the nectar glowed in our veins.
It parted Victor, fl RP- Galantuomu!"
was a drink fit for the gods of the many- \ There passed over our minds a vision of
headed hill.
Rome, of Venice, of Florence, and all the
"My Lords," pake the · cla ic Philip, greatness of that mournful people, and in
"Let us drink to the m mory of those days sacred silence we drank to the illustrious
of divine antiquity, when the gods were memory of the "First King."
'
brothers of m n, and men were godlike! I But now we heard the voice of one who
Drink we to the orrows of fleeing Io, had hitherto been silent. The flush of youth
the love of Paris. lord of lovers, and the was on his cheek, and it glowed ·a deeper
magnificent might of chained Prometheus." crimson, as he cried: "Brothers, is there no
And we bowed our heads and drank, and glory to America? Have we no Washington,
the fire rushed through our blood, and a no Webster, no Sumner? Let us think of
wonderful clanging ar se from the cli11k of our fre~ people, and their noble land; of our
the glittering glas cs.
b_road lakes, endless rivers, and rolling prai" Ye who delight in the genius that knows nes. One glass to our native country, our
no masters, no limit of times, no bounds but I firesides, our mothers, 01:1r sweet sisters, and
those of its own bounding spirit, drink to the our Alma Mater!"
soul of Shakspeare, prince gem of the crown I And a deeper silence he_ld us, as we raised
of English intellect!"
o pake the priest I our glasses for a moment, ere we drank the
of the muse of Britain!
1parting health.
And we quaffed the sparkling bowl and
- -- -- - COLLEGE AN[) CAMPUS.
our eyes were aflame.
'' ay, then!" cried Louis, "But drink to
THE TOUCEY SCHOLARSHIPS.
the joy of joyous I~ ranee, and the joyous
maidens who crush her purple grapes!
George Sumner Chipman has been apSalute the land whose people are kings, and pointed to the vacant Toucey Scholarship in
whose kings, emperors; who e art is the the class of '78, and Alfred Harding to the
mo t elegant, whose poetry is the most rich one vacant in the class of '79.
with airy fancy, whose music is the very echo
1 A SIG
OF THE TIME .
of Apollo' trembling lyre, whose homes are
The
placing
of
the statue of GoYernor
palaces. and whoc,e freedom is a triumphant
Trumbull
in
one
of
the
niches over the east
cst~cy ! Drink!"
'' Aclz nein l" growled Fritz, "Give me the entrance of the new Capitol building, which
little German ll1adclmz, with eye so blue, and occurred some days ago, is one of the signs
hair o yellow! Her smiles are sunshine, of its approaching completion, and also a reand her confiding ki s is heaven itself. Yon minder that the time is drawing very near,
lo.ng-haired student is alive with thought when we must leave these venerable buildings,
that will hasten the centuries. There are and when the old campus will no more be
sung the songs that gush from the heart, not frequented by the students of Trinity. This
the dainty conceits of the perfumed courtier. beautiful work of art was executed at Rome,
by Ives, and is the first of a number of similar
Then drink to the land of the Rhine!"
So we thought on sunny France and statues, which, in the course of time, are to
noble Cermany, and a nameless tenderness adorn the new Capitol.

I
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THE ORATORICAL.

The Oratorical Prize Contest took place in
the Cabinet, last evening, Washington's Birthday, it having been substituted for the usual
celebration of that day.
Owing to the inclement weather the attendance was not as good as on former occasions.
The committee of award was to consist of
Rev. Dr. Edward P. Parker, Hon. Henry C.
Robinson, and Joseph G. Wood ward, Esq.,
but Dr. Parker being absent, Prof. Geo. 0.
Holbrooke was ,substituted.
The orations were delivered in the following order:
I.

THE GREEK TH E ATER,

David Law Fleming, Pa, '80.

II.

THE MARTYRDOM OF CRANMER,

John Dows Hills, N. J., '78.
III. THE FALL OF THE INCAS,

Robert Lefavour Winkley, Mass. , '79.
IV

UNRECORDED GREATNE

Thomas Morduit
V. B

'

elson George, Ga., '80.

RIED ClTIES,

Horace Brown ·cott, Conn., '78.
VI.

THE

J F. CESSITY OF LABOR,

Lorin Webster,

. H., '79.

Mr. Fleming's oration was a description of
the origin and progress of the Greek Theatre.
The speaker began by saying, that in all ages
and countries of the world, religion has raised
her shrine, and has claimed for herself a place
in the minds and hearts of man. In the history of all heathen nations no religion has ever
yet been found to compare, in grandeur of
conception and sublimity of expression, with
the mythology of ancient Hell~s. The speaker went on to show how the Greek Theatre
had its origin in the religious festivals of thanksgiving to Bacchus, and how, from this humble beginning, it rose to the dignity and grandeur which it attained in the golden age of
Pericles. Then followed a very entertaining
description of a scene in Athens, during the
celebration of the festival of Dionysus. The
immense throng of spectators, the inspiring
scenery that greeted their eyes on all sides,
the anxious feelings of the contestants, and,
finally, the crowning of the successful competitor with the ivy chaplet amidst the applause of the assembled multitude, all this was
portrayed in a very vivid manner.
Mr. Hills told the touching story of the
martyrdom ctf the sainted Cranmer. He described Oxford, as it slumbered in seeming

quiet and happiness, on the night befor the
enactment of the cruel tragedy, while over the
sky floated the dark] ing clouds, gathering in
angry groups, as if foreboding the horrors of
the ensuing day. He pictured the martyr
sitting in his lonely cell, as he meditated,
with remorse, on the events of the past few
months, and uttered scarce audible prayers for
strength to endure the ivorrov/s pain.
The morning dawns, and Cranmer pac s his
narrow cell in agony, while the pa sionat
words burst from his lips: "Disgraced, dishonored, by mine own hand ! " And then he
vows that that same hand which had signed
the warrant for the burning of poor Joan of
Kent, it, too, shall burn. Thus he soliloquizes
until the hour arrives when he is led to St.
Mary's to declare his recantation of all his
writings and act adverse to the Romish creed,
but instead, the recantation of his recantation
fell upon the astonished ears of the assembled
throng. The speaker gave a graphic description of the last sad scene at the stake, telling
how the brave martyr. true to his r solution
thrust the offending hand far down into the
flame, while his noble soul passed away to
those realms where there is no dying forever.
Mr. Hills then drew a lesson for all ages from
the story of his death, and closed with an
apostrophe to the sainted martyr.
The int resting story of the fall of the
Incas was the subject of Mr. Winkley's oration, "As we look back through long ages,"
said he, "we find nation after nation, which
have had their day and passed away forever.
One there is of interest to us because it pertains to this our Western world, one whose
wealth and glory could be compared to Rome
itself, and whose government was far more
equitable than hers."
He spoke of the condition of the people
and the advanced state of the arts and internal improvements of the country.
These were the people, whom the treacherous Spaniards, lured on by a desire of fame
and riches, ruin d and blotted out from the
face of the earth.
Mr. Winkley then drew a graphic picture
of the wanderings of Pizarro and his little
band, and told how they were filled with
terror, when for the first time they beheld
the Indians, in immense numbers, on the
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plains beyond the mountain
But the kind \ The speaker told how the avenging hand
reception by the natives, contrary to what of God fell upon it, and how a sea of flame
they anticipated, made them only the more came pouring down until it was naught but a
resolved to ruin and enslave them.
Then city of tombs. Centuries after the sun shines
followed the story of their base treachery upon its gray and sombre ruins. Is there no
and hameful ma acre of the Indian nobles likeness between the h·istory of Pompeii and
and king, in the name of Christianity, in- a human life?
As in the one there are
deed, but to its everlasting shame and dis- sources of joy and sorrow, so in the other.
grace. Thu it wa that Rome endeavored
Mr. Scott then drew a picture of the death
to Christianize the Indian, and thus she and burial of some friend. Thus the curtain
would endeavor to Romanize the world to- of oblivion must fall round us, too, as surely
day, had she the pow r.
·
as it did over Pompeii. But, though forgotten,
Mr. George call d attention to the fact, that, our works shall still live after us.
while the great achi vements of the world's
Mr. Webster spoke of the universal law of
hero s and the important events of past age nature-the necessity of labor. Everything
are r corded in the pages of history, many is in a state of ceaseless activity. The ground
things more wonderful than any that they tell we tread, the air we breath. the very bones,
us of, find no place there. Heroes have liv d, muscles and fluids, all are passing, in an unwhose deeds, as if too grand to suffer their ceasing progression, to a new organic condicomments, have b en recorded in the book of tion. If these things are so, what a disgraceGod alone.
fol anomaly is laziness. To have nothing to
And if the memory of the ·earth's greatest do is the very worst excuse that can be given
marvel, the Great Pyramid, as faded from for doing nothing.
Clio's m mory, what mighty nations may there
Whatever our circumstances, we are mohave been, who have shed on us no beam of rally bound to create a vocation for ourselves.
th ir forgotten grcatne s? Then, too, the "Heaven helps those who helps themselves,"
Alexanders and the Cce ars are lauded, but no though a well worn maxim, embodies in a small
one thinks of the humble soldier who pur- compass the results of vast human experience.
cha ed their r nown . Wh n ome one, who Fortune is too often blamed for her blindness,
ha risen to eminence i prai ed for duty well but is, almost invariably, on the side of the inperformed, how apt we are to forget those who dustrious, the self-denying and the prudent.
taught him what duty was.
A mother'
Common sense and perseverance are the
prayer is often the w 11-spring of greatness two great requisites for success in life. The
but the mother is seldom thought of. But, the longer one lives, the more certain do we beactions that have been hidden from the gaze come, that the great difference between men
of men, will be revealed in the eternal world, is energy.
·
and those who have performed duty for duty's
After a brief consultation, the committee
sake, will receive the crown which never fades . awarded the Gold Medal to Mr. Fleming, and
Mr. Scott said that this old world, with all the Silver Medal to Mr. Winkley. The atits show of fields and rivers and mountains, tempt of some of the students to start a song
is, after all, only one grand mausoleum of proved a failure.
man and his work. But in our imagination
These exercises being chiefly under the
we have a key to this vast storehouse.
control of the students, the absence of the
As when we stand on the summit of a lofty Glee Club is hardly pardonable.
mountain, the mists float up hiding the landPRIZE VERSIO
APPOI TME TS,
marks on every side, o, from youth to age,
The following appointments for the Prize
the waves of time roll on, shutting off more
and more from our view, until nothing is left, Version Declamations, to take place May 23,
1878, were announced yesterday:
and we ourselves are sw pt away.
Senz'ors.-Messrs. Hills and Chipman.
The speaker then gave a description of
Junz'ors.-Messrs. Harding and Webster.
Pomp ii of 1800 years ago, a regal city, full of
Soplzomores.
--Messrs. Fleming and Peck.
gaity and splendor, a well as of sin and shame.

,
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think it a great thing if we publish a college
paper once every three weeks, but in the class
Messrs. Clark, Coleman, Edmunds. Hooker,
of '66 they were contented with nothing short
Hewitt and Stanley, of the class of '77, have
of a daily. In the mathematical recitation
visited the college within the past fortnight.
room there was then, as now, a good deal
"THE ' LIO."
of spare tirfie at the disposal of individuals,
A new literary society has been started by seeing that the whole class recited together.
some members of the class of '80, bearing the In order to make this interval, which is genclassic appellation of "The Clio." Member- erally so tedious and uninteresting, more
ship at present is restricted to under-classmen profitable and amusing, on~ of the members
not members of any secret fraternity. Meet- of the class, Mr. Tremaine, invented the plan
ings are held weekly, and we understand a of passing around a slate, -headed Tiu Matlzemati"cal Dz"verter, to which each one contribulively interest is manifested.
ted an article oh some matter of interest, and
MIS IONARY
OCfETY.
passed it to his neighbor, who did likewise.
Mr. L. D. Wishard, College Secretary of What a pl asure it must have been to edit a
the Y. M. C. A., visited the college a few ' paper which received such generous support
days ago, to invite the co-operation of the I from its patrons!
Missionary Society in a plan which has been I Fellow students, will you not ·s trive to
adopted by a number of N~w E~glan_d Col- emulate the enterprise of this predecessor of
leges, ·namely, of correspondtng w th him and the TABLET, and each one endeavor to
each other, from time to time, about the re- furnish something for its pages, that may
ligious condition and prospects of the CoEege. increase its interest and usefulness.
He hopes, in this' way, not only to obtain
THE BOAT C LUB.
valuable information, but to kindle a greater
A correspondent of the World had an ininterest among the students, in religious matterview with Mr. E. D. Appleton, Captain of
ters. •
the Boat Crew, a few days ago, to obtain inPHOTO GRAPHS O~' '78.
formation in regard to boating interests at
Arrangements have been macle by the
Trinity. He stated that Wesleyan was anxiSenior Class with Messrs.
otman & Campous to form a new association of New Engbell, the celebrated Photographers of Monland Colleges, and to arrange a rac for this
treal and Boston, to take their class photoyear. Capt. Appleton told him that Trinity
graphs at liberal rates, and any student can
would be glad to co-operate, but that he did
have his picture taken on the same terms.
not think we should b in a condition to row
We have no doubt that many will avail themthis year, as all our efforts just now are directselves of this opportunity to get a first-class
ed towards procuring a Boat-house, and our ·
picture at a reasonable price. Messrs. otsuccess in that endeavor being, at the best,
man & Campbell will begin work on Saturonly probable, it is not likely that we could
day of this wce11; and each Wednesday and
raise, in addition, money enough for the exSaturday afternoon will be devoted to Trinity,
pense · of a race.
until all the men have been taken. All perIn this connection, we might state that
sons who desire to have their Photographs
Bishop Williams has promised to use his intaken this year, are requested to hand their
fluence with the Trustees to get an approprianames at once to the chairman of the Committee, Mr. W. V. Chapin, in order tliat tion of $200 from them for the object. As
suitable arrangements may be made for their Columbia gives .$1200 a year for the encouragement of athletic sports, surely the Trussitting.
tees of our College can afford the comparatively
THE MATHEMATICAL DIVERTER.
small sum asked from them. We do not think
Few of us may be aware of the spirit of $200 could be better expended for the benejournalistic enterprise that once animated the fit of the students and the best interests of
students of this College. In these days we the College.
VISITORS AT COLLEGE.
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APPOlNTME TS FOR CLASS DAY.

At a meeting of the Senior Class, held Saturday, Feb.
16th, the following appointments were made for the coming
Clas Day in-June:
Augu tus J. Lyman.
President,
Wm. V. 'hapin.
Orator,
Thomas M. Roberts.
Poet,
Cha:. W. Boylston.
Ivy Orator,
Presenter of the Lemon
John D. Hills.
Squeezer,
Charle Hunter.
Prophet,
Frank DeP. Hall.
Chron icier,
Presentation to Prof. Jim. ( o appointment.)
R. M. Campbell.
Epilogue,
. The following committees were appo inted at the same
time.

I

\

1

PRl TI G

I
I

COMM,lTTEE.

Geo. H. Moffett, Chairman, W. . Blackmer, C. W. \
Boylston, F. DeP. Hall, W. S. Maddock.
Ivy

COMMITTEE.

John D. Hills,
hairman, R. M. Campbell, J.
Deuel, T. M. Robert., H. B. cott.
INVITATION

Geo. T. tewart,
hairman, W. V.
Hunter, W.R. Webb.
RECEPTI

C.

COMMITTEE.

hapin, Charles

Feb. 6, Different Phases of Modern Materialism .
Relations of Christianity and Civilization.
JU

OMM ITTE E.

'ampbell, W. V.

I

I

OPHOMORE.

Jan. 23,
Feb. 2 I,
Mar. 21,
Apl. I 8,
May 28,

QMMITTEE.

Musrc COMMITTEE.
Geo. T. tewart, Chairman, R. M.
Chapin, H. B. cott.

DOINGS AT OTHER COLLEGES.

.

F. DeP.

ampbell, W. V.

OMMJTTEE.

B. F. H. hreve, Chairman, G. • · Chipman, J. C.
Deuel, H. B. Scott, John Williams.
LEMO

SQUEEZER COMMITTEE.

John D. Hill. , Chairman, F. De P. Hall, G. H.
Moffett, John Williams.
OFFICERS FOR PRESENT TERM.

President,
Vice Pre ident,
Sec'y,
Trea .,
Chronicler,

Horace B. Scott.
Wm. P. Maddock.
Cha . W. Boylston.
harlcs Hunter.
Frank DeP. Hall.

COLUMBIA.

It has been estimated that it will cost
about $3000 to send the crew to Europe.
1 '79 has voted to abolish the Goodwood cup
and to invite future classes to do the same.
1
The Spectator considers it an "absurd and
pernicious abuse" that the Seniors should be
obliged to study Greek, and ag.ain urges the
reorganization of the department of History.
A number of Columbia's young hopefuls
made themselves so conspicuous a few nights
since in the Lyceum Theatre, by insultingf
the poor lunatic who was exhibiting himsel
therein, that the police were obliged to interfere, and to arrest three of the "gentlemen."
-Ez. (We beg leave to congratulate our
sister-college on the addition of this fragrant
item to her record.)
CORNELL.

JiRESHME

President,
Vice Pre ident,
Secretary,
Treasurer, .
Chronicler,

The Death of Victor Emmanuel.
A Letter from Constantinople.
The Uses of the Telephone.
Daniel Webster at the Bar.
Limitations of Civil Freedom.

COMMITTEE.

Charles Hunter, Chairman, W. V. Chapin,
1
Hall, G. T. ' tewart, W. R. Webb.

SuPPER

IOR .

Feb. 7, Arri.erican Extravagance.
Mar. 7, Waste in Produc~ion.
A pl. 4, De Foe and Dickens com pared as
ovelists.
May I 6, Architecture in Hartford.

R. Mabie Campbell, hairman, W: C. Blackmer, G. H. '
Moffett, H. B. cott, B. F. H. Shreve.
I
FLOOR

THEME.

The subject for Themes in the sev~ral
classes, during Trinity term, are as follows: .
SENIOR .

Geo. S. Chipman, hairman, C. W. Bpylston, W. V. '
Chapin, John D. Hills, A. J. Lyman, G. H. Moffett,
H B. Scott, B. F. H. Shreve, John William .
OMl ' AT ING

SENIOR POEMS.

The subjects for the Senior Poems are as
follows:
Noche Tri"ste.
The Lord-Hicks Wedding.

CLASS COMMITTEE.

John Williams, Chairman, R. M.
Chapin, A. J. Lyman, G. H. Moffett.
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Alex. T. Mason.
Geo .•. Huntington.
Charle W. Jones.
Swen A. Swenson.
Alfred P. Grint.

A University chess tournament is to take
place soon.
The Senior class are taking measures to
lessen their graduating expenses.

,,
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The Freshmen are jubilant over the idea of
The Courant extends a decidedly lefta race with the Harvard Freshmen. They handed welcome to the News, Yale's new
daily.
have already raised over $300 toward it.
The Rl·cord does not believe that Mr.
HARVARD
Moody's "magnetic appeals" will confer any
Will follow Yale in having a Chinese course
lasting benefit on college students. ( or do
next year.
we.)
The Crimson denies the statement that "all
UNIVERSITY OF MICHIGAN.
that is wanted in the next race by Harvard
is to see by how much Yale's time can be
Five Freshmen shave. - Citron.
beaten."
The Faculty have resolved ''not to graduA '' Ball Case" has been placed in Memorial ate any students who may on class-day act
Hall, for the reception of the balls used in the with disrespect tqward the Faculty." All
matches. It contains at present about 17 5, of the departments are to graduate their me,n
all appropriately inscribed.
on the same day, which is to be called "UniThe dates and places decided upon for the versity Commencement"
spring ball matches with Yale, are as follows:
The book lately published under the overSaturday, May 18, first game in ew Haven; whelming title of "An American Girl and
Saturda:>4, May 25, second game, in Cam- Her Four Y ars at a Boys' College," is from
bridge; Monday, June 26, fourth game, in the pen of a Michigoose of the class of '7 5.
New Haven; Wednesday,June 26,fourth game
MI ·cELLANEous.
in Cambridge; the day following,the boat-race
LEIP 'IC U IVERSITY has sixty-seven
for the ·fifth game, and the place either Hart- Americans on its roll.
ford or Providence. In case either nine _wins
BERLIN has forty-two Americans, includthe first thre_e games, the f~urth must still be , ing twelve from Yale and two from Harvard .
played, to give the club which has made two
OHIO WESLEYAN UNIVERSITY authorities
trips and receive? only one visit, the mo~e- have forbidden smoking.
tary benefit of the second game on its
PHILLIPS ACADEMY will celebrate its one
grounds.
hundred anniversary at Andover, June 5th
PRINCETON. '
and 6th.
A collection of poems, written by Alumni
\VELLESLEY. A lady recently sent I 200
and under-graduates, is soon to be published. pop-corn balls to the college girls. An exNow doth the festive Senior lay himself change modestly enquires if the young ladies
out in chapel and enjoy a quiet snooze dur- were "corned."
ing the entire sermon.-Lz't.
PERSONALS.
Last Monday night several Freshmen
hazed a couple of Sophomores, whereupon
[It is particularly desired that the Alumni furnish us
other members of the Sophomore Class im- with
all items of ir~terest, that may come to their knowlmediately sought vengeance.
In the affray edge, concerning every one who has been connected with
which ensued, one of the Sophomores was the College. We would ask their co-operation in making
thi department, what it ought to be-a medium between
seriously wounded by a pistol-shot. Great graduates
aud their Alma Mater.]
excitement prevails.
GILPIN, '29. J. Bernard Gilpin, M. D., M. R.
YALE.
C. S., is President of the
ova Scotian Institute
The Junior Promenade was a decided suc- of Natural Science, before which he lately read a
paper on "The Indians of ova Scotia."
cess.
HARRIMAN, '45. · The Rev. F. D. Harriman
The Linonia Debating Society has been
has resigned his position as Corresponding
revivified.
Several crews were out rowing the first Secretary of the Society for the Increase of the
Ministry ; but still remains Secretary of the Execweek in February.
utive Committee.
·
The University Quintette opened fire last
BAco , '46. John Vf. Bacon has been conweek. Every rat has left the college.-Cour- firmed by the State Senate of Connecticut, as
Railroad Commissioner for three years.
ant.
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LINDSLEY, '49. Prof. C. A. Lindsley, M. D.,
of Yale Medical School, has been elected Secretary of the Board of Trustees of the Connecticut
State Hospital.
WrTHERSPOO , '56. The Rev. Orlando Witherspc on, who is visiting in the city, preached on
Sunday last in the Church of the Incarnation.
MALLORY, '58 . Messrs. M. H. Mallory & Co.,
Proprietors of the Churchman, of which the Rev.
Geo. S. Mallory, D. D., of '58, is Editor, have
purc hased the Church Journal, and united it with
the former paper.
GARDNER, '70. The Rev. C. H. Gardner
µreached an ordination sermon at Fayetteville,
N. Y., January 24th. He is now Rector of
Trinity Church, Utica.
Dou GLAS, '7 r. The Rev. Geo. William Douglas, M. A., has declined the Professorship of
the Evidences of Christianity, Ecclesiastical
Polity and Intellectual Philosophy, to which
he was recently elected, in Griswold College,
Davenport, Iowa.
_
STODDARD, '7 r. The Rev. James Stoddard,
Rector of Christ Church, Watertown, Conn., was
in the city, about a fortnight ago, and visited
college.
Bux TON, '7 2. Jarvis B. Buxton's address is
o . 208 Superior St., Cleveland, Ohio.
UNDERHILL, '73. G. B. Underhill is residing
in ew Orleans, and may be addressed care of
Flash, Lewis & Co.
PLATT, '74. Clayton Platt is engaged with
Messrs. Catlin & Satterthwaite,
o. 45 Wall St.,
New York, in the busines of Marine Insurance,
and may be addressed accordingly.
HURD, '74-'77. J. D. and A. D. Hurd will
remain connected with the business of the new
firm of Houghton, Osgood & Co., publishers of
the "Atlantic Monthly."
BULKLEY, '75. C. C. Bulkley was married September 26, '77, to Miss R. M. Crittenden of this
city.
He is the Junior Partner of the firm of
Messrs. Clark & Bulkley of this city, Job Printers, and printers of the TABLET.
ROBERTS, '75. Rev. Wm. J. Roberts is assistant minister in St. Paul' church, Rome, Italy.
SARTWELLE, '75. The Rev. W. D. Sartwelle,
now residing in Waco, Texas, was married on the
9th inst.
SCUDDER, '75. Chas. D. Scudder has been appointed Valedictorian of his class in the College
of Physicians and Surgeons, ew York city.
WI KLEY, '79. Winkley leaves for his home
to-day.
It is hoped that the affection of his
eyes, which has confined him to his room for
three weeks past, will soon be removed.
CooK, '80. Cook has left college for a short
interval, on account of ill health.

MclvoR, '8r. Mclvor, wh6 recently returned
home after an illness of several weeks, writes that
his physician has forbidden him to resume studies
for some time.

MELBOURNE GREEN, a graduate in the
clr1.ss of I 865, died very suddenly, in Geneva,
Switzerland, where he was buried on the 1st
day of January. Mr. Green was making a
pleasure tour in Europe and travelling alone,
and it was some two weeks before any clue to
his identity was found, so that information of
his death could be sent to his parents in
Worcester, Mass.

EXCHANGES.
Amherst Student contains a good
T HE
editorial on the habit, so prevalent in all
colleges~ of depreciating conversation, and
justly says that "it is a rare thing to find a
company of students discus ·ing a sensible
topic." The general tone of this paper has
greatly improved of late.
The Williams AtlienCEwn is. in every respect, one of the neatest of our exchanges.
Its Literary Department is never too long,
yet is sufficient to add some weight. The
Editorials are well_ written, and to the point.
The half-inch papyrus on which the last
issue of the Cornell Era is printed is a trifle
too cumbersome for students of literary colleges to handle, with any <legree of comfort,
and therefore we suggest that i be run
through the planing mill once more. The
cartoon on the boating question is good.
The Mercury is falling into the bad habit
of making too liberal use of its "scissors and
paste." If its contents corresponded with
its typographical appearance, · little fault
could be found with it.
We welcome to our list the Quarterly, the
new publication of the University of the City
of New York • It starts out with many good
intentions, and, should it meet with due support, it will undoubtedly prove very acceptable to its subscribers. We are sorry, however, to see so much space taken up, in the
very first number, by '' prize essays." It too
often betokens a lack of energy on the part of
editors, to crowd a paper with such articles.
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The Nassau Lit. approaches more nearly
to our idea of a college Magazine, than any
other of our exchanges. There is a tone of
manliness about it which is too seldom met
with in journals of its class, and almost all of
its ''heavier" articles are _marked by a characteristic maturity of thought and clearness
of expression, which are pleasing to notice.
The Oberlin Review I Our courage almost fails us when we consider that it is the
representative of mighty OberNn which we
must now handle, but we are relieved by the
reflection that, even if one were to ca,st insinuations, the R eview is far too busy to notice
them, being now engaged in unfolding to the
eyes of its admiring subscribers, a crafty and
subtle scheme, by which it intends to revolutionize the mathematical world. "Decades"
it says, "are to give way to dozens." "A
duodecimal system must be adopted," and
"twelve is to be the number of the future:"
The project is one which would do credit to
the celestial lndez, and we entertain not the
shadow of a doubt but that, upheld by the
mighty intellects of all Oberlz)zians, and
especially assisted by the petticoated undergraduates, the Review will succeed in rescuing
the world from the mathematical muddle in
which it has so long been wallowing. The
remainder of the publication is, · doubtless,
fully as important and interesting, but the
perusal of this one article has caused such a
strain on our intellect that we feel unable to
examine it further.
We would not pass
through another such literary night-mare for
a year's subscription to the Niagara lndez.
About a dozen of our exchanges, such as
the Montpe!er-ian, the Un-iv. Gazette, the
Herald, the Madesonens-is, and others, would
be greatly improved by a change of form.
Many of the school papers are in this one
respect very much their superiors.

Fresh. (airing his French,) '' And, Waiter,
you may bring me some chicken crokay.
• A member of '81 wants to know if Ash
Wednesday will occur on Friday this year.
Philosophical Room :
Prof. "From whom did Kepler derive his
laws?
"Ur-a-It was a long and laborisome calculation."
A] unior became slightly mixed in the use
of technical terms when he spoke of the
declension of the sun.
Young lady to gentleman caller: " Which
do you prefer, soda water or Kissingen ?
Query, vVhich ?
A certain member of the Sophomore class,
having returned from his contemplated European tour, has resumed the studies of his class.
Recitation in English.
Prof. " What is a Potsherd .9 "
Fresh. '' Something to clean pots withOh, no! One with the handle broken off"

PARTICLES.

England. "You stop pounding that boy."
Russia. " I'll pound him if I want to."
E. " You will, will you?"
R. " Yes, I will."
E. "0, you will, eh ? "
R. " Course I will."
E. "Oh! "
And that's how the matter stands at present.-Detroit Free Press

Moody and Sankey are no more-in Hartford !
The German marks this last month were
unusually low.
That Reading Room Letter Box might
more easily be regarded in the light of a
" Letter B," than anything else.

NOTES AND CLIPPINGS.
Found! An ear-ring in the breast pocket of
a Senior's overcoat. This looks bad for an
erring brother. Brunonian.
Fond Father: "Well, my son, how do you
like college? Alma Mater has turned out
some great men."
Y ourig Hopeful (just expelled). "Yes, sir,
she has just .turned me out."-Ez.
· We quote the following from the Rochester
Campus as being peculiarly adapted to the
times:

'

" Oh ! when will Freshmen change from green
"To ome more brilliant hue?
'' Oh ! when will ophomores cease to tell
"Professors what to do?
"Oh! when will Juniors quit the girls,
"And act like little men?
"Oh ! when will Seniors all agree,
'' On cla s elections ? When ? "
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BOOKS AND MAGAZINES.
ATLA 1TJC MONTHLY FOR MARCH .-The Atlantic for
March ha ju t appeared, and is a number of unu sual excellence and brilliancy. It contains ix sonnets by
Longfellow, and a characteristic poem by Whittier, entitled,
"The vVhite Czar," a tribute to Gen'l Wm. F. Bartlett,
and other poetry. The last contribution from the late
Hon . Gideon Wells appears, giving an account of "The
Opposi-tion to Lincoln in 1864." All its departments
are replete with pleasure and profit.
We have had a glimpse of the Portrait of Whittier, and
unhe itatingly pronounce it a work of superior merit, both
as to likene and execution . It would adorn any collection. Thi , with similar one of Bryant and Longfellow,
is offered as a premium to subsc ribers for One Dollar a
copy.
FABLE TAKE '' ANYWHERE, EVERYWHERE, OUT OF
THE W ORLD," by G. Wahington h:sop, with illustration
by F . . Church. Published by The World, 35 Park Row.
A favorite kind of humor, much in vogue now, is that
which clothes "hits,•: at follies and abu es of the pre ent,
in a class ic garb . Of such attempts, we have seen none
more successful and truly witty than these "Fables." We
noticed in particular those of "The Hen and the Tailor,"
"The Chimpanzee and the Boa Constrictir," and "The
Fox and the Crow. " The hearty after-dinner laugh which
thi s sp icy little book will afford i well worth its moderate
price.
EW MAP OF HARTF0RD.-A new map of the city has
just been published by Mr. H . E. Hoy, Publi her. It
give an I ometrical Perspective View of the city, howing
all the streets, residences, hotel , and public buildings,
with the distinctive characteristics of each. It is considered the most complete and finest that has ever been
issued. Price, Five Dollars. Special rate to clubs of
over five. ~ddress Publisher, P. 0. Box 528, Hartford.

NEW ADVERTISEMENTS.
BATHS.
THE TURKISH BATHS, .DEN7'IST.
D. DWYER,

209 Main Street

GROCERIES.
H. GRISWOLD,

157 Main Street.

SPECTACLES AN.D EYE-GLASSES.
H. KALISCH & CO.,

OF HARTFORD.

All Kinds of College Hats Made to
Order.
COR. MAIN AND ASYLUM STREETS.

£ewate of Illlitatiortf

0

LY GENUI E BEAR THE ABOVE
FAC-SIMILE SIGNATURE.
SOLD BY ALL

FIRST-CLASS

DEALERS. ·

THE

Model Barber Shop,
Complete in all its appointments, and Second to
in ew England.

one

THE

Central Barber Shop & Bathing Rooms,
o. 16 STATE STREET.

114 Asylum Street.

SHAVING AND HAIR CUTTING
MODELBARBERSRO~

·

16 Pratt Street.

TOBACCO.
VANITY FAIR, Etc.
CAPORAL, Etc.

THE HATTERS

A TD

URNITURE.
•

Watton~ & Co.,

No. I 6 Pratt Street1 Hartford, Conn.
Allyn and Ann Ste.
19 Asylum Street.

ft

ROBBINS' BROTHERS,

V

Kimball & Co.
Kinney Bros.

J. P. SMITH,

Proprietor.

ESTABLISHED 1856.

CITY OPTICAL

ESTABLISH.MENT,

AND DEPOT FOR

GOLD AND SIL VER GOODS AT
VERY LOW PRICES.

LAZARUS

&

MORRIS

PERFECTED

College and ecret Society Badges a Specialty. Low
Prices for good quality and work will govern. All
work and goods warranted.

J.

G.

GRISWOLD,

BUY THE

3 I I Main St., Hartford, Gt.

EW MAP OF THE CITY
OF HARTFORD.

H. E. HOY, Publisher, P. 0. Box 528, Hartford, Conn.

Spectacles & Eye-Glasses,
Opera Glasses, Optical In truments, and Drawing
Materials.
II4 Asylum St., under Allyn House, Hartford, Conn.
H. KALISCH & CO.,
Opticians ..
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VI

PENNSYLVANIA
RAILROAD.
GREAT THROUGH LINE and U
STATES MAIL ROUTE.

HENRY PROUSE COOPER,

~11gli~lt Tailo·t a11d

lIItiJOt'tet',.

54 BROADWAY, NEW YORK,
ANDAT

s

sA~KvrnE sT,, P. r ccADILLY, LONDON,

w.

ITED

The attention of the traveling public is respectfull y in- ·
vited to some of the merit of thi great highway, in the
confident assertion and belief that no other line can offer
equal inducements as a route of through travel.
In

Construction an<l Equipment

Gentleme1i.'s Garments made in the most correct styles.
"The • Hartford

Boot

and

House."

Shoe

THE PENNSYLVANIA RAILROAD

stands confessedly at the head of American railways. The
track is double the entire length of the line, of steel rai ls
D. F. TOWNER,
laid on heavy oak ties, which are embedded in a foundation
201 MA.IN ST., (opposite Atlteneum) HARTFORD, CT. of rock ballast eighteen inches in depth.
All bridges are
of iron or tone, and built upon tbe most approved p lans.
' We make a specialty of F ine Goods, and Manufacture to Its pa senger car , while eminently safe and substantia l,
Order Fine Calf Shoes for Gent's Wear, at R emarkably are a t the ame time models of comfort and elegance.
Low Prices.

C. C. DILLS
AND

ASSOCIATE D ENTISTS,
405 MA.IN STREET, Miller Building,
Opposite Clteney's,
HARTFORD, CONN.
ESTABLI HED I

os Salutan t.

1826.

THE SAFETY APPLIANCES

in use on this line well illu trate the far-seeing and liberal
policy of ·its management, in accordance with which the
utility only of an improvement and not its cost has been
the question of consideration. Among many may be
noticed

The Block System of Safety Sig nals, 'Janney Coupler, Buffer
and Platform, Tlte Wltarton Patent Switch, and t/ie
Westingl~ouse A i1'-Brake,

ROBBINS' BROTHERS,

forming in conjunction with a perfect double track and
road-bed a combination of safeguards aga in ·t acc idents
which have rendered them practically impossible.

Furniture.!

PULLMAN PALACE OARS

WELL MADE!

LOWEST PRICES.

D. DWYER,
Dentist,
I 9 Asylum Street,

Are run on all Express Trains

From New York, Pltiladelp/iia, Baltimore and Wasltington,
T o Chicago, Cincinnati, Louisville, .Indianapolis, and St.
Louis,

WITHOUT CHANGE,
Hartford, Conn.

C . .W. HA YNES,

.Fine Boots and Shoes·,
364 Main Street, Hartford, Conn.

F. E. MIX,

DENTIST.

and to all principal points in the far West and South with
b ut one change of cars.
onuections are made in Union
Depots, and are a sured to all important points.
THE SCENERY OF THE PE NSYLVA IA
ROUTE
is admitted to be unsu rpassed in the world for grandeur,
beauty and variety. Superior refreshment faci lities are
provided. Employees are courteous and attentive, and it
is an inevitable result that a trip by the Pennsylvania
Railroad mu t form

A Pleasing and Memorable Experience.
Tickets for sale at the lowest rates at the Ticket Offices
of the Company in all important cities and towns.

FRA K THOMSO ,
L. P. FARMER,
297 MAIN STREET, State Bank Building,
General Manaa-er.
General Passenger Agmt.
(Oppo ite State H ouse,)
C. S. HALDEMA N, New England Agent,
HARTFORD,
CONN.
203 and 205 Vva' flington St., Bo ton, Mass.
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Seidler & May,

The WaverlJ Dining Rooms and Reslauranl I
28

Manufacturers and Dealers in

A. YLUM STREET, (Foster Block,)
HARTFORD, CON

First-Class

.

FURNITll R .E I

in all its Appointments.
OUlt REGULAR JEAL .

Breakfast from 6 ·to 9,
Supper from 5 r-2 to 7,

.30
.25

I Dinner from r2 to 3,
Board by the Week,

No. 14 and 16 ·FORD STREET.

I
.45
$4.00 ·

Some would say that this is too cheitp to be good. Try it and you
will say it Is just what the times call for. We cook to nrdcr eve rything
the market afford . First class Cooks, neut and attentive \\ alters.

J.

EARLE DULEY, Proprietor.

We have the largest, best selected, and mo t salable
stock of Furniture, Mattresse , Spring Beds, &c., . to be
found in the city, and at the most reasonable p~ices. Come
and see us.

The Society for the Increase of
the Ministry
Aids students preparing for Holy Orders
in the Schools, Colleges and Seminaries of
the Protestant Episcopal Church.
Furtherinformationwill be cheerfully given
on application to the
REV.

F. D. HARRIMAN, Sec'y,

Jan. 2r, r878.

H. GRISWOLD,
DEALER IN

SELE CT

GROCERIES,

FOREIGN and DOMESTIC
FR U ITS,
I

r 57

Main Street, (E ly's

Block.)

HARTFORD, CONN.

THE HARTFORD

ERNST SCHALL,
1

VI J

o. 207 MAIN STREET. HARTFORD,

jAANUFACTUf\I NG

T.,

TURKISH BATHS,

JEWELER,

Allyn St., cor. Ann,

-AND.-

.Importer of Dz'amonds and Fz'ne
Watches.
A GUSTE

ALTZMA
A D
WAT HE·.

FRED.

Has a very fine stock of

Single Bath,

TAILOR,

loths, and makes up suits

leaning and repairing done at hort notice.

9

Grove Street,

4

cts.

$5.00

CLARK & BULKLEY, _
Book I 'lob Printers,
Printing Promptly and

362

eatly Executed at Rea onable
Rates.

MAIN STREET, ( Hudson Building,)
HARTFORD,

doors from Main,
SAMUEL CLARK.

HARTFORD, CONN.

I 2 Tickets,

Come and see us ; We will do you good.

fashionable to the latest style at very rea onable prices.

No ..

50

I OUD

F. BITTER,
MERCHANT

TERMS:

The T ABT.ET Printers.

Co

N.

C. C. BULKLEY.

"
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VIII.

TIFFANY_& CO., DREKA,
UNION

SQUARE,

N. Y.,

LO.NDON,

PARIS,

GENEVA,

29 Argyll St.

57 Rue Chateat1dun.

Place Cornavin.

I I 2 I Chestnut Street, Philadelphia,
Importing and Manufacturing

MANUFACTURERS OF

STATIONER.

FINE JEWELRY,
WATCHES, STERLING SILVER WARE,
CLASSANDSOCIETYBADGES, RINGS,
MEDALS AND PRIZES.

<..

Articles Suitable for Prizes or Presentation
on sale or made to order from appropriate designs.
I

Particular attention is invited to thei:i:

•

STATIONERY DEPARTMENT,

Fine English and Domestic Papers stampe l in gold, plain
colors or handsomely illuminated with la s Die,
Monogram, Cre t, etc.
Se nd for sample book of Paper a nd prices.
HA

DSOMELY

E

GRAVED

I

VITA TIO

s

for College , Weddings, etc., a Specialty.
Vi iting Cards, Monogram , • ociety Designs, and Heraldic
Engraving furni shed in the best manner and correct
ta te. Designs submitted for approval.

In which they have constantly a large and well assorted
stock of Note and L etter Papers, and articles of fine stati onery. Their fac ilities enable them to furnish promptly
new and appropriate designs and work of the highest
Wholesale and R eta il Dealer in hoice
merit for R eception, Visiting, Invitation, and Ball
Cards, etc.
TEA,
COFFEE, SUGAR, FRUIT, &c.
Arms, Crests, Monograms, etc., engraved on 1:1-etal
A general a sortment of Choice Family Groceries.
or stone. Samples of leading styles of papers, designs,
217 MAIN ST ., CITY HOTEL BLOCK, HARTFORD, CONN .
and e timates furnished upon application.

SEYMS & CO.,
UNSURPASSED FOR

] . & R. LAM B, - PURITY, DELICACY AND EXOEL~ENOE.
C H ·U RC H
VAN IT y For
MEERSCHAUM
and CIGARETTES.
F U R N 1 T U R F. .
Does not Site the Tongue, F A I R

----=------ - -- - - - - - - - - - - - -

&
59

CARMINE STREET, NEW YORK.

()ommuuion SilYer in Great Variety.
_A
_ l_m_s- Basons, Cha lices, C1--u-et_s_, &
~ c- .,- '&
'--c- .- - -Eagle Lectern, in Carved Wood, Brass, &c.
Banners in Colors and Gold on Silk, $5_ ea_c~h ·~ ~ - - L~e-tt-e1--s ~fo- r Text -:\fottoe~ &c, in Velvet°Paper, 6, 8, an d 10 inch
Letters, \:i Othic and 18th Uentury.
Illustrated
Fumiture,
Metal & :Stone,
Banners ·& Emb lems,
Catalog ues.
10 Cents.
10 Cents.
10 Cents.

_ _ __

I

I

.

I

JOHN J. LEHR,

MERCHANT TAILOR ,

VAlll1:T _.Asa

cicAaeri:ss

Of Delicious Tobacco and Be t French Rice Paper.

V .A •ii-T FAia
Part PERIQUE.
Best French Rice Paper.

·••v_,.s
~

L'AMERIQUE
HALF PERIQUE AND VANITY FAIR.

i 66 .M<i,in St., over Oonklin/s Bazciar,

BEST :F'EENCH MAIS PAPER WITH MOUTH PIECE.

Custom work only, from best goods, carefully selected.
Personal attention and the best workmen guarantee
perfect satisfaction.

PEERLESS FINE CUT

STO

E

BRIDGE DRUG STORE.

D. WA LLA CE TRACY,
PRUGGIST AND

_fa.POTHECARY,

~WEET AND PLEASANT.
A FAVORITE OF OVER A QUARTER OF A CENTURY.

GENUINE
FRENCH
RICE PAPER
IN BOOKS.

Dealer in first Class Druggists' Goods of all
Descriptions .
WM. S. KIMBALL
No. r39 Main Street,
Hartford, Conn. Peerless Tobacco Works.

-

4ill

& CO.,
Rochester, N. Y.

